
Client: Date:
SPN/Case #: Officer:

Intake Date:

12345678 / 12345671010

Drug Test/Device

Barriers to services and intervention/plan
Client's mother is ill and may need to move into assisted living. If this happens, client will need new 
housing. Will monitor mother's condition. Continue with current treatment plan.

Other responses:
Reinforce message that Jane should avoid her high school friends and focus on more peer mentor 
activities. Ask Jane to talk about activities she could do instead of spending time with old high school 
friends. Ask Jane to list her other current goals and plan for completing (see goals above and prompt 
her if she does not remember).

Completion Date

Client is doing very well. No issues with non-adherence.

Sobriety Date:

Jane has completed all required Phase 2 Benchmarks and is filling out application for Phase 3

8. Substance Use Disorder/Treatment 
progress *(ASAM: 6 dimensions of clinical 
assessment)

Client has diagnosed severe substance use disorder (Heroin). Client is on Vivitrol and is tolerating it 
well. Client is in CBT and was late for last treatment session, but has attended all required sessions. 
3. Current Goal: Client is engaged with treatment and is currently working through plans for 
responding to specific triggers.

Current Needs: Moderate

TREATMENT COURT CASE STAFFING SUMMARY

picture

4/1/2019
Vincent

9/15/2018 (last pos)Phase: 2

N/AODL/TDL Status: TDL eligible Suspension dates: 

CSR Hours: 60/60

ACOCS- violations8/17/2018 Referral method:Class A/B Misd.

Doe, Jane DOB: 08/31/1982

Current Risk:  Moderate
Status/Progress/Plan

*Focus on Goals for Top 3
Risk/Criminogenic Need

Benchmarks accomplished towards phase 
advancement

6. School/Work Performance

7. Living Situation

1. History of antisocial behavior (Criminal 
History)

Presenting charge: Forgery, possession, paraphernalia

Making progress on her GED
2. Current Goal: Schedule math test by 3/16/2019

Accomplished sober housing goal! Jane moved out of her (using) boyfriend's house last weekend and 
is living with her mother who is supportive of Jane's treatment plan.

2. Antisocial personality patterns
(Consider Trauma History)

3. Antisocial Cognition 
(Criminal Thinking)

4. Antisocial Associates

5. Family/Marital Situation

No indication of anti-social personality

On Step 2 of MRT 

Jane has been spending time with some old associates from high school who are currently using and 
who live near mom. Jane has also participated with peer mentors at bowling night. 
1. Current Goal - focus on more peer mentor activities.

Accomplished goal! Jane moved out of her (using) boyfriend's house last weekend and is living with 
her mother who is supportive of treatment 

Incentive: 
Judge acknowledgment of progress, made good decision and important progress in moving out of 
boyfriend's house and in with mother - 12 Hour CSR Voucher, fish bowl for completing all 
requirements in last two weeks.
Acknowledge she is filling out application for Phase 3.

Summary of Successes

Summary of Infractions

Jane moved away from unhealthy relationship with boyfriend and moved in with supportive mother. 
Accomplished sober housing goal! Completed all requirements since last court session.

Recommended Court Responses

STAGES OF CHANGE 
Jane is in the action stage on the majority of her goals and appears to have internalized the desire to 
make changes in her life. She is struggling with the wish to spend time with old friends, although she 
knows they are not good for her.



Phase 1 10/15/18 10/15/18

Phase 2 1/15/19

Phase 3
Phase 4

Residential NA 11/14/17 NA NA

Date

8/17/2018

9/1/2018

9/14/2018

9/30/2018

10/14/2018

10/30/2018
11/1/2018
11/15/2018
12/1/2018
12/15/2018 Sobriety milestone - 3 months

Prior Court Reviews

Incentive

Judge welcome to program

Other response/sanction

Disapproval from judge for lateness to several appointments

g  g      
appointments, engagement in treatment 
plan

Date Ordered:

Positive UA's

Current Device drug patch

IOP/SOP Boosters

Current Device Date Ordered:

Dilute UA's
DWI Edu/RO

Behavior chain for use

Applause and recognition of showing up

Special recognition from the judge for being on 
time
Recognition from team and choice of gift card for 
accomplishing first three goals

Applause - good decision dollars for making all 
appointments
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